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Chapter One

The world will begin its work of spreading the work of new love through the good
book of New Love - We will explain what this means:
New Love is to live a life full of love, peace & harmony.
These 3 elements are needed to be together to work well as a team member of new
love. If any one of them is absent, then this cannot function well in the true message
of these words. New Love must have all the 3 elements together within the person
- to do this one must learn to be in total love, total peace and total harmony within
the person himself as well as all around them. They must live a life totally free of any
fear or negativity within them. Total love can bring them to a state of total happiness
which will then spread to the world slowly and steadily.
With God’s blessings this can be achieved very well and quickly too. All must start
this journey of self-realisation and come to a stage where they can truly be with all
these elements present within them at all times. No moment should be wasted
achieving this, as every moment passed is a moment wasted in your life. Focus now
on being truly now in control of these 3 elements and then understand how easy it
is to get very close to God Almighty and His good angels who are waiting for all of
you to come to this stage soon. The world needs this now and for this to happen,
each one must destroy all their fears & negativity and work towards this goal. Slowly
and steadily it will be achieved with self-realisation and a good sense of oneness
with all the other fellow human beings around them. All must work towards this
soon, as we are approaching a very difficult and troubled time in the history of
mankind where only this element will work and then people will be united as ONE
MANKIND working towards a common goal of love, peace & harmony. All cannot
achieve this now, but soon the time will come when only those who have these
elements will be chosen by God Almighty only to help Him with the establishment
of the New-religion. All of us will have to step up or then wait for achieving this later
themselves. Soon a new wave of New Love will be seen as never before as all of
mankind tries to achieve love peace & harmony within themselves and for all around
them too. This will be like an achievement on earth where all flourish and only grow
each day, till more and more people join in this adventure of teaching good work
of New Love to themselves and their families. No one will not want this as all around
them will also work to help them to achieve this fast. As a result, the world will slowly
become better and better, till the time comes for the shift to start and then it will be
too late for those who did not even try in spite of being told all the advantages of
moving to a world of New Love. This will be the saddest moment in the history of
mankind, where all these poor souls will be recalled and then resent at a much,
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much later date. Be good always and be blessed with this message from God
Almighty.
Love peace & Harmony have been the strongest words in existence always - be
assured these words are powered by God Almighty Himself, so even uttering these
words will make a person more peaceful than what they were before. New Love
means the merging of these 3 together all at once so you can imagine what power
it holds to the person who can truly achieve this well. He will be a master of himself
and will create an atmosphere which will percolate to all around him - everyone will
slowly come to this stage, but they will have to seriously work towards achieving it
well. All have to be focused and calm and try to get rid of all the negative emotions
they possess – the process of undergoing this is simple. First make a list of all the
bad emotions you have-this will be the hardest part for all to accept, as all feel that
they are perfect in every way. Once they can identify this, then only can they
progress by removing them one by one. All should ask for God Almighty’s help to
do this and when they reach a stage where they are successful - first thank God
Almighty and all those who helped and ask for protection to see that they always
remain positive now. They should slowly achieve this and see that all the 3 elements
are there in place in whatever they are doing. Even two of them together will not
give the absolute power needed, so they should keep on working till all three are
blended together in such as fine way that one cannot exist without the other. We
are trying to help many people to achieve this soon. All are being helped and
guided to do this as soon as possible as there is little time left - God Almighty wants
as many people as possible to make use of this help given and be free of all
negativity once and for all. Those who can achieve this will be given powers to help
God Almighty Himself when the shift begins – So you can understand how important
this task is. Be free and happy and confident that many can do this if they put their
full mind and devotion to God Almighty.
We love you and bless you all. Always be good and kind and ask for help now. We
are waiting for few to start this now and will be very happy when many take up this
important task of New Love. Love, peace & harmony are like the powerful
ingredients in the world of God Almighty to strengthen yourself against all evil
forces and destroy them completely if faced with any of them. A new era of new
love will usher in a new era of peace for mankind which will last forever on this earth.
A new breed of humans will evolve from this, who are worth living on this good earth
as God Almighty has created and planned always. All will be able to enjoy earth in
its loveliest form and God’s plan for earth will be fulfilled.
We are all very much aware of the troubled times facing all on earth. There is
destruction, wars, diseases and many elements which are not allowing mankind to
progress as well as they want to – never fear, all this too will soon come to an end
and then we will all experience a new way of living on this good earth. It will be a
simple but dignified life full of love, peace & harmony amongst all who trust and
believe in God Almighty. Only those who are good and have full trust in God
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Almighty will be able to progress on this path of new love – they will find that once
they start on this journey, it will be full of love and only love – they will never regret
it at all and encourage all around them to join in as well, as they will then move
towards peace and then harmony too – rest assured people will be very sceptical of
those on this journey as their minds are still full of fear and negativity – only once
they discard these two elements which are stopping them, then only can they start
out on this journey with the others.
A new wave of people will start and keep on continuing on this journey now. As
more and more people join, it will create a new wave of hope to this impoverished
earth who needs this as much as the people living on it. Earth is so much full of
negativity, that it needs to be replenished too with only good and positive vibrations
from those who are living on earth at that time – every soul must be back to nature
and respect earth and realise its importance in the balance of nature. All good
creatures and creations must be treated with love and care too. Nothing should be
discarded or created if there is no use of it Use all things wisely and create them
only if they are to be used well by all the good people – Use the resources given to
mankind well and all will then flourish together, both earth and mankind. A new
bond will be created between both and a spiritual awakening will emerge from this.
A long road ahead, but nevertheless one which is full of fun & adventure if taken up
by all in the right spirit of it all. We are all waiting for this to happen soon and once
started it will culminate into a spirit of speedy growth growing faster and faster till
of all mankind will be united as ONE PEOPLE OF GOOD EARTH – all will be bonded
into a new bond of love and peace, and a friendship never seen before will be
between mankind and all creatures living on earth. Swift powerful action will be
needed to keep on going on this earth of new love – no distractions or negativity
should be within people, as this will slow down everything done in a flash – so keep
on going one step at a time and finish this task of new love and come out as a winner
on the other side. All of this can be achieved very well with all our help, so please
keep on asking for it as soon as you face any problems or fears or negativity once
again building up upon you and free yourself from the shackles of all evil and arise
as a good soul of God Almighty.
We love you very much and expect all of you to embark on this spiritual journey
now.
We are all excited to start on this historic journey of New Love – the world will await
the work of New Love to start as work begins well with a few and then spreading to
few more till the whole world develops this love of New Love to begin as soon as
possible. Each one will, once good, embark on this journey together with their
friends and families. No one will want to be left behind as those who are already on
this path will be so ecstatic about it and will encourage all to join in too – Soon a new
world will emerge where there is only love, love & love – all the evil souls will be
banished from this earth as no one will want to be with them or listen to them, so
they will slowly sink into the background and vanish forever when their time on earth
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is over – A golden age of New Love will usher in a new breed of people who are
always eager to progress well on earth and will also take up a lot of interest in the
spiritual world too – many will be auto-writing by now and getting more and more
messages from God Almighty Himself as they slowly advance their spiritual growth
and knowledge of the good Spirit World.
We are all so eager for this to happen that all are actually celebrating and waiting
for this moment in time when earth and the good Spirit World will be in tune with
each other – love, peace & harmony will be the greatest power of the good people
and many will regret their decision and again try to succeed in their endeavours –
they will get a great help from others and soon all will reach a good level of
understanding of the working of the Spirit World as well as how to lead a good life
on good earth. Our dearest God Almighty will be pleased when all this happens
and will usher in a new world, where all mankind will be supreme rulers of earth in
the truest sense of the word. God Almighty loves all very much and will bless this
earth with the good vibrations it needs to progress all loving souls with a better way
of living. All those creatures living will also be in total harmony with mankind, so a
peaceful era of earth starts and will continue till the end of time. All wars will be a
thing of past and these people will not understand why earth was so full of hate and
negativity all these past years – they will understand the need for peace and will be
so happy with the present way of living that they will only want to progress more
and more.
We love all good people and bless them with the powers of New Love forever and
ever.
Extremely new events will start soon – we will witness a new experience of joy as well
as hope from all good people – extraordinary events will soon begin which will help
all in the working towards the goal of new love – old foundations will be broken as
people break free of old bonds binding them to their beliefs. As people learn to
grow well, they will embrace a new way of thinking and behaving well with others –
no one will be cruel or mean to others as they realise that all have the same wants
and the old beliefs and superstitions surrounding all will break into pieces. A
sudden spurt of thirst for knowledge will start which will help all to progress well
and faster too.
We expect this to happen very soon as the world is undergoing a phenomenal
change in all its ways – throughout the world all people are experiencing what it
means to be sad & unhappy and will now try to block out these emotions and try to
succeed in helping less fortunate than themselves. The world will shrink into a
common group of ideology and beliefs and this will help the New-religion to be
established well with all mankind – listen well and understand our passages, so that
you can grow well with this group of New Love – it will expand slowly and steadily
to all groups of people and as soon as people understand it in its truest form, the
shift of knowledge will take place in the people and they will thirst for a quick way
to become good & helpful to others – as soon as they realise this, they will
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understand that only love, peace & harmony within themselves can achieve this.
They will then work well towards achieving this fully.
All are waiting for this moment in time, so learn well to be good and embrace the
New Love with all your heart & soul and be cherished with this gift forever.
We are all very happy with the progress already started by few and will continue to
help and guide them well. Stay focused and be calm always.
Enjoy all the pleasures of this world as soon all will be changed drastically as the
winds of change are blowing slowly & steadily throughout the world – a new
pleasure will await all good people which will be lifelong and everlasting too – a new
world, where the pleasures are simple, but enough to make all very happy and
comfortable. This pleasure will make the world a liveable place to be in as there will
be no distinction between rich and poor and all will be comfortable and happy too
– everyone will have enough means to keep going well with food, clothing and water
and there will be abundance of good fruits from nature.
We are all expecting this to happen very soon as the winds of change have already
started blowing and soon this will bring about the required change for all living on
this good earth. Be assured that this will happen as nothing can change the pattern
of the wind now – it started as soon as mankind decided to ignore pleas from others
as well as earth to stop the destruction going on. Enough damage has already been
done, but it’s still not irreversible if action is taken now together by all people – the
sooner the better for all. We should all stop whatever we are doing and just all
progress our own selves to get rid of the negativity within us. This simple step is
enough to start the change in this world. Explore the world of new love by getting
the 3 elements within you as fast as possible and then the world will change so much
for the better, as all learn to live together with these 3 elements within them and will
create a power never seen before, as mankind will be mankind in the truest meaning
of this word. Just now mankind has lost its meaning to greed & deceit as they are
not aware of the right thing to do – all must perceive what their inner voice guides
them to do as that will be the voice of the spirit guides guiding them to the correct
path of true love.
We are telling you this as time is short and the work is long, so practise this as soon
as you can and make this world a better place to live in. All of you need this now as
the earth is undergoing a major change with all the diseases and destruction going
on – all this must come to an end soon, so that the earth can once again become
liveable for all. Everyone will help and contribute to making this earth a wonderful
place as it’s our duty to protect it well, as it’s a part our work to look after and
maintain earth as we maintain ourselves and our bodies.
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Chapter Two

This one will dictate terms of the way of new life on earth after the world achieves
the powers of new love – all this what we are saying now will be in the future when
mankind has learnt to live in love, peace & harmony and has accepted God
Almighty’s power and existence mainly after the shift of the earth on its axis –
everything will be so different that you will not recognise earth at that time.
Everyone will love all their fellow human beings and will be so loving and caring,
that no one will want to leave earth at that time. Very few people who are sent by
God Almighty will be living at this period in time and slowly slowly others will come
down to progress earth further. Expect this to happen within a few hundred years –
all will be very happy and want to come on earth, but they will be regulated well by
lord Aman, so only who are capable will be sent first. Slowly all will have a chance
to do this and as each soul will only progress after coming here, all realms will shrink
in size till all are outside all realms. Everyone will be as good as they can possibly
be, which is unimaginable at this point of time – even the thought of this is not
sufficient to make people change as all want this but cannot believe this will happen,
so they continue their old ways instead of listening and changing for the better
future.
We are trying so very hard to help all understand this, but it seems that all minds are
blocked by fear & negativity and so our pleas for getting rid of these two first is the
most important step to be taken.
We love you all and bless you all with a small prayer to get you started:
God Almighty please help us all together to get rid of all fears and negativity within
and around us so that we can become good and pure and live in love, peace &
harmony with all our fellow humans – please bless us and guide and protect us
always – we love You forever and ever.
Everyone who wants to change to pray this and be blessed with God Almighty’s own
blessings. We will work well always.
We are today going to explain more about good life on good earth when all will be
at a good level of new love – the world’s outlook of looking at all things will have
changed by now, so no one will want to hamper the progress of anybody or anyone.
All will be experimenting and inventing new things and good creations which will
help all mankind to be well and safe and also live in good comfort. They will design
a new way of living, which will be simple but will be cost efficient and will make the
lives of all living beings very safe and comfortable. All creatures too will live in
abundance and will move freely on the earth and a new beginning of a good life on
good earth will emerge, thus making all peaceful and loving towards all races –
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everyone will be blended into one race of mankind – the human race. All the
stigmas of different races will vanish as all people intermingle with each other and
will create an atmosphere of new living as “one people of the New-religion.” No
more problems of different castes and creeds as all merge into a sea of ONE
humanity.
We are so very excited for this to happen, as wars will finally come to an end and an
era of peace will begin. Wars will be extinct, as there is no reason amongst mankind
to fight, as all will be following only one religion, so no fights between different
castes and creeds will exist. All will perceive all as fellow human beings. All
creatures too will be peace loving and settle down within their own species.
We are waiting for this to happen soon as the more time wasted is more effort for
us to contain humanity under one banner. As humans will progress, earth will
prosper too as it will be spared from bombs and other weapons of destruction.
Natural surroundings on earth will flourish as people adapt to the beauty of nature
and will want to preserve it well now. Expect a new way of travel too which will
emerge at that time only. There will not be any countries or continents but only
earth as a whole.
We will expect you to write more about this in later chapters, so focus now on how
to bring about this change soon. Enjoy moving new love to all people whenever
you can, as this simple way will help all to spread the energy of new love to all. Live
a life with love, peace & harmony and explain to all to start now and then spread to
all around them. Even if few do this, it will spread slowly and steadily, so the aim is
to put it into motion so that it starts now as quickly as possible. God Almighty will
welcome all those who do this with His own blessings and will work well with giving
them all the support they need to achieve this.
We are all waiting now, so start this process and be blessed by God Almighty
Himself.
Everyone who starts the mission of new love will be comforted fully by being calm
and collected – by this they will learn to be strong under all circumstances and then
develop these 3 qualities which will be life changing for them. Easy way is to get rid
of all the bad qualities first and as we said to identify them will be the hardest task.
Once this is done then the progress will be quick, as without any negativity around
them, they will surely progress to achieve love, peace & harmony with everyone and
everything around them.
We are sure this can be done very well by many who take this up sincerely and will
be well rewarded by God Almighty once they achieve this. Be sure of your ways
and be proud of achieving it as it’s an easy, but hard task too. Being good too goes
a long way in helping you to achieve this faster – be good and positive at all times do not back down by worries you face – sort them out well with a good mind and
destroy any negativity you face. Enough time is needed to come to a good level so
do no hurry or rush up, as that way all the good work done will be lost. Goodness
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needs to be built up too. Just like the work of removing negativity is hard, so is
installing goodness to remain with you for longer, also an equally difficult task.
Once achieved its very easy to maintain it, so buckle up and start on this good
journey – we are all waiting for this and as few achieve this, the world will slowly
become better and better and grow well. Enjoy this journey with all our love and
blessings.
First of all, the work of New Love will be a gradual one and only those who are really
good will understand its meaning and importance and will be able to easily discard
all their negativity quickly.
We will breathe a bit freely when this happens, as it only takes a spark to light a fire
and once this spark is lit by someone, it will become a blaze of wildfire growing
freely to all good people. All the work will be easy, once started by few – only a few
will not want to participate in this, as they are just not able to understand the
meaning of living in peace & harmony. They have so much of hate and negativity
that cannot be overcome easily, so they will have to wait for a very long time. Enjoy
the moments of peace you have now and slowly build up all your good vibrations
to exceed the bad ones and then it will get easy and easy. Explain this to few and
some may try and succeed if they are really keen to progress themselves well. It’s
up to few to start and then help others along the way to progress too. Each one will
get a special help from their good angels and spirit guides so just begin NOW.
We will keep on writing this, so some may actually start on this journey. Now please
spread this message to whoever you can and we will help and guide the person
when you explain this to them. Everyone will be helped. Energy of new love will
spread and then all will achieve a new way of living on good earth where there are
no fears of any kind and all will be at a good level of living in peace & harmony with
all. Welcome a new way of living now and be blessed with the message of New
Love.
A simple drop of water is enough to help all if they so believe – a simple wish of a
person is enough to spread the message of New Love and a simple prayer can
transform the earth into a paradise of New Love.
Love’s own powers will become more visible to all as they keep on growing well
within themselves. Love is the most powerful energy which exists and no one or
nothing can destroy it, as it is so powerful that it can destroy all evil and negativity,
once acquired well.
New Love combines this power of love with peace & harmony, so you can imagine
the powers it will acquire, adding it to the powers of love. It will be the strongest
energy anyone can possess on good earth and it will be invincible. The person who
imbibes this energy will truly be a master of all and will grow into a wonderful human
being who will spare no trouble to educate and uplift others too. Even the worst
work will not affect him so he will work well to his full capacity and only go forward
and forward.
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We will all see that this person never steps back and only progresses well. All will
soon have to step up and progress. If the earth has to change, all have to change
too. Energise yourself with the powers of New Love and be ready to live in a new
world where there is only love, peace & harmony.
We are all waiting anxiously for the one who will start this and energise the earth
with the energy of New Love. All will be well and taken care of so that this energy is
now the only one prevailing on good earth. Expect the unexpected to happen as
mankind will suddenly shift from being negative to being positive. We will all work
towards it. A new wave will increase its tempo with the current going stronger and
stronger.
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Chapter Three

We will work well towards the foundation of New Love. It is to be supported by the
pillars of love, peace & harmony. Once the foundation sets firmly, nothing can stop
it from being built well. Work well on the foundation, as that’s the only way for it to
be strong. Get rid of all negativity and fear within yourself and for all and be the
stepping-stone in the foundation of progress for mankind to be blessed with our
love always. Be ready for this too. God Almighty loves you all and blesses all who
will work to establish this strong foundation.
Love is the work of New Love – It’s the main ingredient which has to be cultivated
well in such a good way, that there is only love within and around this person. No
more jealousy, hatred, fear, bitterness – only pure love should exist within him and
towards all around him. Its an important step to first love oneself and then spread
to others. Many will find it very difficult to even love their own selves, so work
towards that first. Destroy all negativity you have and conquer your fears. Start on
yourself and find love in everything you do. Only once you reach this stage, then
slowly start loving all within your family and friends and then all around you. You
will soon see that its quite easy to love all, as all are just like you, filled with hopes,
desires and anxieties which are very common amongst all people. Just give way to
only love, love, love. When this is done to your satisfaction, you will find it very easy
to achieve peace the same way – first within yourself and then family, friends and
then peace with all around you. Once this is achieved, harmony will be the easiest,
as you have now learnt to control your senses, and also your tolerance levels have
increased immensely, so slowly and steadily you will achieve all three together. This
itself will be the greatest achievement you can have at the present times, so work
towards it well.
We are working towards expanding this work in groups of people. The ones who
can do this easily will be very fortunate and they will receive God Almighty’s own
blessings and work given to them will be very good and rewarding. As others join
along, they too will get the blessings and rewards and their main work will be to
help others to achieve this quickly. Soon after the shift, many groups will start
spreading this work more and more, till all are aware of this. We do not expect all
to achieve this, but those who can, will surely step up well in their levels. Enjoy well
this message of New Love and spread it to others too.
Today we will write about what the new way of living on earth will be after the good
shift of the earth on its axis. Everyone will be living in small groups, as all will need
the good support of each other. About 75% of the world population will be
removed during the shift, so only 25% will remain, who will have the good
opportunity of living on earth during its most turbulent time ever. All goods will be
made available during this period so please do not worry about that. The houses
will have to be rebuilt, as many will be destroyed or damaged during the shift. It
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will require a good effort from the people to help each other out in whatever way
they can – all will be taken care of by God’s helpers who will help enormously during
this time. All will have to be calm and collected and as we said earlier, those who
will have the elements of New Love will be directed by God Almighty to help spread
and make people aware of the New-religion which is being good at all times now
on earth. All must learn to live in love, peace & harmony as that is the only way
anyone will be able to exist, as few evil people will be there to destroy all good
things, but if more people can become good, then they will easily overpower the
few evil ones and help all to become united as ONE GOOD PEOPLE OF GOOD
EARTH.
We are all expecting that mostly many people will surely become good after they
hear God Almighty address the world during the shift. All barriers will be broken
and people will know for sure about the good existence of the good Spirit World.
From thereon, everything will settle down slowly but surely. All people will realise
that there is no such need for material things as they only last whilst on earth and
will develop a thirst for spiritual knowledge. They will all try to expand their spiritual
knowledge and will try to keep up to date with the good happenings of the Spirit
World. Many will start to auto write and get messages for themselves and their
families. All will live in a great expectation of a bright future which will progress
earth as never seen before. The simple way of living will be ingrained in all and all
will be very happy being with their families and loved ones all the time. Great good
will bring about a greater change in society and will usher in the golden age of new
life on earth. After a few years, many new energies and discoveries and inventions
will be made to progress mankind and earth even further, so a new way of living will
start on earth and that will change everything. A good way of travel will start and
people will move from one part to the other very easily. This shift will bring about
all the different cultures together and all will merge and evolve with each other and
a new race of mankind will emerge.
All will happen very swiftly and suddenly once the shift starts, so please start now on
the good path of welcoming New Love to yourselves now.
We are all waiting for the next step for mankind to evolve into a good human being.
Only work towards achieving the 3 elements of New Love. Nothing else is important
for now – once you focus on this, it will become easier and easier to progress even
further. Stay calm and collected and be ready for this good challenge which will
keep you on God’s path forever. All the work of New Love is being noted by us and
whoever takes this up will be blessed by God Almighty himself. Understand the
importance of us repeating this again and again. It’s for your own benefit; as we
told you nothing else is important for now. Keep all the other work aside and
embark on this good journey, or else be prepared for your own progress to slow
down.
We are all with you on this journey, so please always ask for our help and it will be
given instantly always. Everybody wants you all to progress well now, so all are so
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eager to help each one of you well. Pretty soon the world will change so drastically
that it will become harder to progress at those times, so start now and finish well
with God’s own blessings and be good always. Love, peace & harmony will make
you a super human being and will transform your life in an instant, so be quick and
reap in all the good things promised to you all. We will work towards it as a common
goal for mankind, so spread the word as much as you can. We will always guide the
person who spreads this message very well.
Era of New Love will be an era where all will live in total love, peace & harmony. This
era will be the final one on earth as there will be no more changes on earth from
thereon. Era of New Love is the best work of New Love where there is total heaven
on earth, just as it was planned by God Almighty when he created this earth for all
mankind. All along, the plan was to have this era throughout the earth’s existence,
but somehow all this got disrupted by the evil entering earth and then tricking
mankind to follow their ways. This was never anticipated by God Almighty, so now
the time has come for the earth to regain its former glory by ushering in the era of
New Love.
This will definitely happen as God Almighty has Himself planned for this to happen
now. Too much of earth has been taken over by evil, which cannot be allowed, so
a plan has been made to finally remove evil from earth once and for all. The shift of
the earth on its axis in the main plan for getting rid of all evil. As soon as that
happens, after a few years, all will slowly settle down and the golden era of New
Love will flourish forever. We are all waiting for this to happen, as this will increase
the earth’s vibrations tremendously till they are at the level needed for higher angels
to come and progress earth even further.
Expect the era of New Love to emerge well after the shift and for it to expand and
be fully functional then. All will merge into it very readily and happily as it’s designed
for all mankind to grow into one group of good people of the earth. We love you
all and bless you all – as always be good and kind and love all around you always.
We will explain today why wars are not stopping on good earth. Ever since mankind
has lived on earth, there has been a desire to want more and more by each
individual. Very few are very happy with what they have and this is what was
expected from all human beings to be, that they work hard, progress and be happy
and contended with what they have and have achieved. However, this was not
enough for few who wanted to rule over others and then over the whole kingdom
and then other kingdoms. This greed led to dissatisfaction and thus the first wars
were waged to quench this thirst. This was not wanted by all, but they were forced
into it willingly or unwillingly by false words spoken to them that it was for the
common good for all.
Over centuries this has grown bigger and bigger. Even today, most wars are out of
greed and the need to dominate over others, but in the name of progress or
religion. The main aim of New Love is to completely stop this from happening
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further. All can achieve this if all work together and weed out the few who are
instigating this all the time. Good people must grow and realise that wars are the
greatest hurdle they have to overcome, for earth to progress and for mankind to
prosper. Even though this message was continuously given by all prophets from
time to time, it has been ignored completely and instead of stopping wars, all
religions became a further incentive to create more wars. All this is really not
accepted by God Almighty anymore and soon a new way of living has been
designed to alter earth completely.
The shift is designed to put an end to all the wars and also to remove all evil which
has gained a strong hold over people. Once these two are eliminated from earth,
then the people will finally realise and achieve the peace which all so desperately
want. Start the process of New Love now, so that you are ready for this when the
time comes. It will help you and others immensely and good earth will be finally rid
of all the wars and evil and will flourish into a good earth of New Love.
We will write today about a good way of living on earth. Earth will become such a
good place that all will want to visit it after the shift. It’s a world of New Love where
mostly all have achieved a good way of living now, so there is peace and harmony
and love within all of God’s creations and mankind has finally learnt to give up all
the evil ways of living. All souls living at that time will have a new set of vibrations
which will make them progress even further. Good knowledge will be given to
mankind through God’s own angels who will also be on earth during that period.
They will help mankind to flourish and discover new energies and many will invent
new things which will change life forever on earth. A simple but progressive way of
living will enable man to be satisfied with what they have. No more hunger and
poverty and all will have enough food, clothing and shelter with this way of living.
A spiritual thirst will also grow, so many will auto write and get messages for
themselves and their families. A good support system will be there too for
individuals who have no families, and all will extend a helping hand willingly.
The climate of earth too will change for the better, as people will be able to control
a major part of this too with the new way of living. Knowledge in all fields will
accelerate the growth of humans. Different varieties of plants will be there to satisfy
all and they will be in abundance. Music and art too will flourish and will be free for
all.
We are all expecting this new way of living to finally solve all of mankind’s problems.
Earth will become the most perfect place to live in and all will want to participate in
its growth. Other species from different universes may too join mankind with God’s
permission and they too will give their input, and everyone will be at peace with all.
All will fulfil their worldly duties well. Enough work will be given to all as per their
qualities, so that all will enjoy working too. No more discrimination against anyone,
as all will be following only ONE RELIGION, so no more distinctions of castes and
creeds.
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Welcome this way of living so that you all enjoy earth to its fullest. We are all waiting
for this and will soon see this start where all will love to live with the energy of New
Love, so the sooner this starts, the better it will be for all. Enter your life with a good
start with the new ways of living on good earth. Everyone must step up now and
work towards removing all negativity. We love you forever.
We will today write about the world of New Love within one’s own family. The world
will change the way a family will live. They will have a wonderful bond of New Love
with all the members of the family so they will only grow well. There will be no more
fights, quarrels or dissatisfaction between the loved ones, as all would have love,
peace & harmony within them and around them. All arguments will be in the open
and discussed well, so that a good decision is made after considering all points and
after consulting each one’s own opinions, so no more hiding secrets or going
behind someone’s back as there will be transparency amongst all loved ones. We
wish that this expands to all in the family and extended family and to all the families
in the world, till there is only ONE FAMILY OF NEW LOVE which will consist of all
mankind together like one big happy family. These days too will come, if all can
start now and help each other and also achieve to be good and spread the love of
New Love to all.
We will also write about a change in the world regarding good weather and climatic
conditions. The weather you see now has been brought about by mankind’s own
faults. Nature has been totally thrown out of balance, with the result there are
floods, famines, droughts and destruction everywhere. All this will slowly settle
down once the harmony is restored in nature with man’s input. After the shift, all
will settle down in a peaceful manner and the earth will once again flourish with the
new types of crops and new type of climatic conditions. Man will be able to control
these to an extent and so there will be an abundance of food and people will slowly
learn to respect nature as before. As people will not be materialistic, there will be
good ways by which unnecessary destruction of trees and forests and animals will
not be there. All people will educate their own selves to be good and respect all
around them. A new bond of harmony will exist and will bring about the best in all
the worlds. Grow well towards this with all our love and be blessed always with God
Almighty’s own love.
Explain to all that this work of New Love will be only expected to be done by all
good people. People who take this up should do it diligently and faithfully. As they
slowly progress from one element to other, they will all face a lot of challenges from
the other side, who will try their best to stop them from continuing further. Explain
to them that this is to be expected and this is the moment where they have to be
strong and ask for our help and protection. We will definitely give them good
protection, so that they can deal with all the challenges, as well as explain them
further that if they overcome this hurdle, then it will get easier and easier. We will
guide them well too, so they can solve all difficulties easily. If they back down at that
time, then it is, ‘game over’, as it will be very difficult for them to start over again.
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Always the road of spirituality is a long one, but once started, it should be finished
progressively. All problems are faced by everyone – it is how you face them and
come out of it, that’s the main aim of us guiding and helping you. We are prepared
for this as many take up this journey, so rest assured you will get help and guidance
if asked for in the right way. Be focussed and be blessed by our love.
We will also ask all people to slowly progress as anything done hastily will not be
with a strong foundation, so go slowly and steadily and keep on going further and
further and you will be successful if you give yourself this chance to progress. Love,
peace & harmony is a wonderful journey, and all will be winners once they complete
it perfectly.
All things done with hope are always worth doing, all things done with faith are
always successful and all things done with full devotion can never ever fail.
Be blessed and be good always.
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Chapter Four

Love, peace & harmony will always be the work of good people. It’s an ongoing
work which will keep on going till the end of time. Love, love, love means to love
always - no matter what. Expect your love to soar to a limit where you will be able
to love even those who you do not like or those who have wronged you, as you will
never know what is in the other person’s mind. They too may be loving you, but
somehow, somewhere, you both misunderstood each other and evil always takes
advantage of that and spoils all relations. It is up to us to realise what actually
happened and then try to analyse why it happened and try to amend any mistakes
done by you if you can find them, and next time be aware of what you say or do.
Express your true feelings to the other person too, and if they too have done the
same, your relations will never break but will become even more strong. Work on
all relations till you can learn to love all, even your worst enemy, as there is no enemy
as such. It is only your thinking that it is so, but when you have this energy of New
Love, it will overcome your negativity and will you love this person too. You do not
have to compromise in any way if you are right, but it is important not to have
negative feelings. This arises to more negative thoughts and actions which leads to
building up a wall of negativity within you. Break this wall with your love and you
will also find peace & harmony too with all your dealings with all.
God Almighty wishes that all people get rid of this negativity within them which has
hardened into a large wall within each person and to break it completely, so that
the new way of loving now starts. We love you all forever. Be good and start the
work of New Love as soon as you can.
All the work of New Love will be started and completed by only those who believe
in good and have good love within them. It will be very easy for them to do this, as
they are already on the path of New Love. For others, they will have to develop love
within them in order to start, so they will need more help from us than the rest.
Please explain to them that they too can join and be successful on this road to New
Love if they so wish. It’s up to them to want to do this or else it cannot be achieved
well. Do your bit and the rest will follow. Expect the unexpected, as many whom
you feel will never achieve this will be the first ones to do so and those whom you
think can achieve this will take longer, so never ever judge anyone, as all are within
their rights to do what they want and then take up this task on their very own.
Angels of God Almighty will do their best to guide and support all who take up this
task. Pretty soon the world will change for the better. As few start on this journey,
some may get attracted by seeing others and may also venture out themselves.
Everyone who starts this journey will work towards achieving all 3 elements, as none
of them will work without the other. Expect all of this to phase out in a good way as
more people start on this journey. The climate of change will work well if only a few
start, so buckle up and embark on this road to everlasting peace now. Good work
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of New Love will be the best work undertaken by anyone so be blessed and achieve
it well.
Work of New Love will be worked well by good messengers and prophets of the
New-religion, as they are almost at the levels required for this journey. They too
must step up and all of them must be at a good level of New Love so that they can
perform well with God’s work always.
A new emotion of New Love will dissolve all the hatred from this world and transform
this earth into a paradise where all are totally carefree of any worries or fears. They
will have full faith in themselves, as well as all around them, which will transform this
earth into a perfect world, as planned by God Almighty.
A new world of New Love – A new paradise of New Love – a new heaven of New
Love.
We bless you all forever.
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